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and pictures in half a sentence, which scorch the eyes they would 

enlighten. Words lose their sense ; constructions are put out of 

joint; paradoxes of style, apparently false expressions, which a man 

might occasionally venture upon with diffidence in the transport of 
his rapture, become the ordinary language ; he dazzles, he repels, 
he terrifies, he disgusts, he oppresses; his verses are a pierc 
ing and sublime song, pitched in too high a key, above the 
reach of our organs, which offends our ears, of which our mind 
alone can divine the justice and beauty. Yet this is little ; for 
that singular force of concentration is redoubled by the sudden 
ness of the dash which it displays. In Shakspeare there is no 

preparation, no adaptation, no development, no care to make him 
self understood. Like a too fiery and powerful horse, he bounds, 
but cannot run. He bridges in a couple of words an enormous 

interval; is at the two poles in a single instant. The reader vainly 
looks for the intermediate track; confounded by these prodigious 
leaps, he wonders by what miracle the poet has entered upon a new 

idea the very moment when he quitted the last, seeing perhaps 
between the two images a long scale of transitions, which we pace 

painfully step by step, but which he has spanned in a stride. 

Shakspeare flies, we creep. Hence comes a style made up of con 

ceits, bold images shattered in an instant by others still bolder, 

barely indicated by others far removed, no visible connexion, but a 

visible incoherence ; at every step we halt, the track failing; and 

there, far above us, lo, stands the poet, and we find that we have 

ventured in his footsteps, through a craggy land, full of precipices, 
which he threads as if it were a straightforward road, but on which 
our greatest efforts barely carry-us along." 

M. Taine's criticism of Milton will be another shock to the Eng 
lish mind, it is so unique, so independent, so just. He recognizes 

Milton's greatness, but he prefers the youthful poet who wrote 

"L*Allegro," 
" II Pensieroso," and "Comus,"to the old theologian 

who wrote "Paradise Lost." "He wrote, not by 

impulse, and at the mere contact with things, but like 
a man of letters, a classic, in a scholarlike manner, 
with the assistance of books, seeing objects as much 

through previous writings as in themselves, adding 
to his images the images of others, borrowing and re 

casting their inventions, as an artist who unites and 

multiplies the bosses and driven gold, already en 

twined on a diadem by twenty workmen. He made 

thus for himself a composite and brilliant style, less 
natural than that of his predecessors, less fit for effu 

sions, less akin to the lively first glow of sensations 
but more solid, more regular, and more capable of 

concentrating in one large patch of light all their 

sparklings and splendors. He brings together, like 

^Eschuylus, words of ' six cubits,' plumed and decked 
in purple, and made them flow like a royal train 
before his idea, to exalt and announce it." M. 
Taine is pained by the brutality of Milton's contro 
versial writings. "The impression left by his 
Eikonoklastcs is oppressive. Phrase by phrase harshly, 
bitterly, the king is refuted and accused to the last, 
without a minute's respite of accusation ? the accused 

being credited with not the slightest good intention, 
the slightest excuse, the least show of justice, the 
accuser never for a instant digressing to or resting 
upon a general idea. It is a hand-to-hand fight, where 

every word is a blow, prolonged, obstinate, without 
dash and without weakness, of a harsh and fixed hos 

tility, where the only thought is how to wound most 

severely and to kill surely. Against the bishops, who 
were alive and powerful, his hatred flowed more vio 

lently still, and the fierceness of his envenomed meta 

phors hardly suffices to express it." M. Taine objects 
to " Paradise Lost." He acknowledges the sublimity 
of the first two books, and the grandeur of Satan, as 
a poetic character, but he finds the rest of the poem 
very dull, tedious, and absurd. He listens to the talk 
of Adam and Eve, and hears an English household 
of the period 

? Colonel Hutchinson and his wife. 
Heavens ! dress them at once. Folk so cultivated 
should have invented before all a pair of trowsers 
and modesty. This Adam entered Paradise via 

England. M. Taine quotes a part of Adam's 
address to Eve, commencing "Fair consort, the hour," and 
adds: "A very useful and excellent Puritanical exhortation. 
That is English virtue and morality; and at evening, in every 
family, it can be read to the children like the Bible. Adam is your 
true paterfamilias, with a vote, an M. P.. an old Oxford man, con 
sulted at need by his wife, dealing out to her with prudent measure 
the scientific explanations which she requires." Still less to the 
taste of M. Taine is Milton's Jehovah, who maintains a suitable 
state, something like Charles I., and is connected wifh the theolo 

gian James I., versed in the arguments of Arminians and Gomar 
ists, very clever at the distinguo, and, before all, incomparably 
tedious. "To get them to listen to such tirades he must pay his 
councillors of state very well. His son answers him respectfully in 
the same style. Goethe's God?half abstraction, half legend, source 
of calm oracles, a vision just beheld after a pyramid of ecstatic 

strophes?greatly excels this Miltonic God, a business man, a 
schoolmaster a man for show." 

This is a sad heresy, no doubt, but it is shared by many besides 
M. Taine, although they may not be courageous enough to own 
it. Pope shared it, and Byron shared it. Byron, by the way, was 

equally sceptical in regard to the greatness of Shakspeare, his 
own taste and talent leading him to prefer to Shakspeare's wild 
ness the classic "unities" which he disregarded, in common with 
most of the Elizabethan dramatists. 

M. Taine has made a careful study of the works of these 
writers, to whom he is more just than the majority of English 
critics. The audacious energy of Marlow, the intensity of passion 
in Webster, the pathos of Ford and the gravity of Massinger, the 
grace and wit and "linked sweetness" of Beaumont and Fletcher ? 

he feels it all, and likes it all, for what it is. What he has to say 
of Ben Jonson is admirably said. We know of no English writer 
who has so thoroughly entered into the intention and spirit of rare 
old Ben. He thoroughly understands Dryden, also ? his strong 
and his weak points, the character of his masculine but not very i 

poetic intellect, and the exact place which he occupies in English 
literary history. He is, likewise, at home with Dryden's fellow 

dramatists, and he shows us what a precious set of scamps and 

blackguards they were, and to what brutality and bestiality they 
reduced the stage. If we follow M. Taine in his speculations, we 
detect the causes of this degradation of theirs, some of which inhere 
in-the English nature, while others sprung from their social and 

political condition. Given the sects which culminated in the 

Puritan, and we have, as a natural consequence, the death of 
Charles I. ; and given the Puritan, we have, just as naturally, the 
Restoration of Charles II. and his cavaliers. English nature stood 
as much as it could, and then revolted, first from a king, and then 
back to a king. There is a philosophy in these things, and we must 

look below the surface for it. 
M. Taine helps us to do this, and has laid us under the great 

est of obligations. To his breadth of knowledge, his depth of 

insight, his cultured and accurate taste ? a taste alike robust and 
refined?we owe the only philosophic History of English Litera 
ture. 

GRANVILLE PERKINS. 

Granville Perkins was born in Baltimore in 1830. He in 
herited artistic proclivities from both parents. His mother had a 
more than local reputation as an amateur painter of flowers; his 

father was a true diletante of the old school, and dabbled with 

color, not only for amusement but for practice in what he consid 
ered a gentlemanly accomplishment. The first perceptions of their 
child were those of form and color, and some of his earlier attempts 
at play were in imitation of the work of his seniors. 

So long as he remained a boy, his love for drawing and painting 
were properly encouraged; but other of his impulses were not so 

GRANVILLE PERKINS. 

thoughtfully considered. His love for straying alone in the woods, 
for watching the infinite aspects of nature, the varying tints and 

shades of sky and clouds, of woods and waves, was not a boyish 

pastime. It betokened the dreamy, poetic, imaginative spirit of the 

artist. And the artists of the last generation were not enviable for 

their material prosperity. The day had not come when they built 

villas, and kept yachts and horses, and stood up as stiffly on 

'Change, when they visited it, as the stoutest of bulls or bears. A 

prudent father, no matter how great might be his own love for art, 
shrank from the thought of educating his boy as an artist. Gran 
ville was taught to consider painting as an accomplishment only, 
and that, if he expected to thrive, he must do the earnest work of 
life in a counting room, and not in a studio. 
The boy objected. Docile and amiable as he was in receiving 

other teachings, in this he was inflexible. He would not be a mer 

chant. He was so resolute that his father was prevailed upon to 
allow him, when his school days were over, additional instruction 
in art from a competent teacher. This teacher was William E. 

Smith, son of John Reuben Smith, of Philadelphia, the most nota 
ble drawing master of the city, and the instructor of many of our 

best artists, both of the past and present generation. By both 
father and son he was considered an apt and promising pupil. 
The elder Mr. Perkins probably thought that Granville's love for 

art would be dissipated when he was put to the severe drudgery of 
a scientific training 

? that when painting was made work and not 

play 
? when the boy found that he had to think and study harder 

than he would have done in almost any kind of mercantile pursuit, 
he would give up his fancy, and settle down quietly, as most of us 

do, in the business of practical labor. But a year's tutelage, so far 
from disheartening, only inspirited the boy. The father gave up I 

his point in despair and grief. It was a case of manifest destiny. 
Granville would be a painter. 

He had profited so well by his instruction, that at the early age 
of fifteen, he was strong enough to stand alone. If his father 

would not give him an artist's education, he would acquire it for 
himself. His abilities had already a saleable value. For J. R. | 
Smith, another son of his drawing master, was the scene-painter of 
the Chestnut Street Theatre, of Philadelphia, and gladly engaged 
him as an assistant. In this situation he remained for one year. 
It was not, it must be confessed, a very elevated walk in art, but it . 

was an excellent school to one who wished to gain practical knowl 

edge of the manipulations of color, to learn breadth of style, and ! 
the best methods of securing effect. 
And here may be noticed the wide difference between that weak 

love for art which some mistake for genius, and genius itself. All 
over the world are hundreds of young men and women who think i 

they would be artists, "if they only had the chance." Reduced to 

plain English, this chance means gratuitous support during the 
best five years of life, three years in Italy, and a future guaranty of 
lucrative orders. Poeta nascitur, non fit, is true, but it is only half 
the truth. The true artist is made as well as born, and in nothing ! 
does his genius so truly show itself as in his making the chances of j 
his success. One must creep before he can walk ? must paint 
scenes, and, perhaps, signs, before he can paint landscapes, and he 

may be considered fortunate who has this rude work to do in the 

early, and not the later, part of life. 
The mimic world around the scenes of a theatre is a world of en 

chantment to every boy. No wonder then that young Perkins \ 
shared the common fascination. But is not every boy of 16 or 17 j 
years who has the pleasure of contributing largely to this witchery; \ 
nor every scene-painter who has the greater pleasure of evoking as 
sincere an enthusiasm in the audience for his painting as the actors \ 
secure for their acting. This, however, was once Granville's for- j 
tune in Richmond; for when the curtain dropped on " 

Cherry and j 
Fair Star," the vivacious play-goers, in testimony of their delight in i( 
his brilliant scenes, shouted for " Young Perkins." I 

Before he had attained his majority the illusions of | 
theatrical life had vanished. He had outgrown them, 
both in the way of business and of study. Day by 

' 

day, the conviction grew that to be a successful artist, j 
he must enlarge his knowledge of nature. To travel j 
is to live ; to see is to learn. Years before, in lonely 
rambles by wood and shore, he had contrasted the ; 

comparatively sad and sober garb of our northern i 

land with the descriptions he had read of tfie brilliancy : 

of the tropics. 
To think, with him, was to act, and during the next 

j five years he was a sojourner in Cuba, Jamaica, Yu- ; 
catan, and Central America. Under the hot glow of I 
a noonday sun, as it glittered along great stretches of j 
yellow tidal sands ? on the surface of the laughing j 
waves of a musical sea ? against the red-scarred sides | 
and sea-weeded base of volcanic rocks ? in the depths \ 
of seemingly interminable forests, where broad-stretch- 

j ing palms and thickly interlaced vines made a more ; 
than cathedral-like gloom 

? at the brink of great la- 
j goons, whose shores were radiant with flowers of i 

every hue, and dazzling with the flashing of flamin- 
j 

goes and paroquets 
? amid the ruins of Uxmal, in i 

the wrecks of a civilization that antedates history? ; 
on the soil where Columbus trod ? in sea-side caverns i 
that had sheltered famous buccaneers who once vexed j 
the Spanish Main ? here was the land of song and I 

romance, the Paradise of his boyish dreams. I 
Unlike most travelers in these wilds, our artist had i 

that inner sense which discerns more than outward j 
beauty of form and color ? which sees around and be- 1 

yond the objects an ideal significance that the camera ? 

can never reproduce. His portfolio was filled with ; 
sketches and studies, and when he returned to Phila 

delphia, in 1856, he carried with him what was more : 

. valuable than any marks of brush or pencil 
? a spirit 

thoroughly saturated with the effects of what he had 

seen, and capable of rightly conveying and interpret- j 
ing all its idealities. 

Here again in Philadelphia, he resumed his studies 
under the marine painter, Hamilton, who has a high 

reputation for his skillful effects, and for the spiritual 
ity of his composition. 

In 1857, Mr. Perkins married. His desultory wan 

derings ceased, and from this date may be fixed the beginning of 

his matured artistic life. It was a period when the value of original 
illustrations for books and newspapers was beginning to be felt. 

And, as is the case now, the supply of sketches offered always ex 

ceeded the amount of sketches selected ; but Mr. Perkins never 

lacked for recognition and employment. For more than six years 
his pencil was in steady request by the leading publishers of New 

York, Boston, and Philadelphia. He also received occasional com 

missions from the Art journals of London. His drawings on wood 
have always been highly commended for their finish, their exactness 

and carefulness of details. 

Drawing on wood is but one of the interludes of more attractive 
work. His intimate knowledge of coast and tropical scenery, which 

may be considered as his specialty, finds its best expression on can 

vas. His paintings are much esteemed for their warmth of color, 
and for the natural life-like beauty of their sky and water effects. 
He has a bold, free, broad style of work, which he rightly considers 
as the only true style for a poetic interpretation of nature; but he 

never sacrifices exactness of drawing, or truth in color, to suit the 

conventionalisms of any style of art. For a young man, he has had 
a varied experience, and a more thorough education than is usual, 
even with artists. In drawing, he studied under the Smiths father 

and sons ; in scene painting, under Smith and Allegri; in color and 

composition, under Milliard and Hamilton. Few artists have 

put their abilities to better use. His " 
Morning in the Tropics," 

"Evening in the Tropics," "Sunset on the Pacific Coast," "The 

Cavern of Cape Cruz," are well known to connoisseurs. The rare 

combination of vigorous effect with an equally pronounced har 

mony of color and brilliancy of tone, which is common to all his 

paintings, fully justifies the spontaneous criticism of a brother artist 

that Mr. Perkins is "a born colorist." 
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